HydroBoost is specifically designed to magnify the cleaning and stain removing power of Advanced Peroxide Cleaner (APC). Ideal for situations that demand extreme cleaning and powerful stain removal, HydroBoost works by instantly increasing the oxidation potential of Fiberlock's Advanced Peroxide Cleaner.

When added to Advanced Peroxide Cleaner, HydroBoost will provide:

- Extra cleaning power
- Extra lifting power
- Extra stain removing power
- Extra labor savings

Release the Power of APC

HydroBoost is for use only with Fiberlock’s Advanced Peroxide Cleaner (APC)
HydroBoost is specifically designed to magnify the cleaning and stain removing power of Advanced Peroxide Cleaner (APC). Ideal for situations that demand extreme cleaning and powerful stain removal, HydroBoost works by instantly increasing the oxidation potential of Fiberlock’s Advanced Peroxide Cleaner.

When added to Advanced Peroxide Cleaner Fiberlock’s HydroBoost will further:
- Lift and remove deeply embedded dirt and debris
- Remove tough stains caused by mold and mildew
- Reduce labor costs

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

**USER MUST READ AND UNDERSTAND ALL INSTRUCTIONS AND PRECAUTIONS OUTLINED ON THIS LABEL AND THE CORRESPONDING MSDS. FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY.**

**ADDITIVE FOR USE WITH FIBERLOCK’s ADVANCED PEROXIDE CLEANER (#8314) ONLY. DO NOT MIX WITH ANY OTHER PRODUCT.**

Note: The HydroBoost mixture MUST be used within 15 minutes to achieve the full effect of the product. Application to the substrate within 5-10 minutes is ideal. Plan your work accordingly so that you can apply all mixed product as quickly as possible. Do not return unused product to original container.

To use HydroBoost simply add it to Fiberlock’s Advanced Peroxide Cleaner at a rate of 16 ounces per gallon. One quart bottle of HydroBoost will make two gallons of useable product. Mix contents thoroughly and apply within 15 minutes of mixing. Apply with a standard pump or hand trigger sprayer. Follow applications guidelines listed on the Advanced Peroxide Cleaner label for detailed application information.

**KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY.**

24 hour Emergency call "CHEM-TEL" 1-800-255-3924

**STORAGE**

Store securely closed and upright in original container. Avoid shipping or storing below freezing or above 100°F. If product freezes, thaw at room temperature and shake gently to remix components. Store in locked area inaccessible to children.

**PRECAUTIONS**

Always take care to avoid skin and eye contact by using protective measures such as nitrile rubber gloves (or equivalent) and safety glasses. Avoid breathing spray mists. HydroBoost is a high pH additive formulated to boost the performance of the Advanced Peroxide Cleaner. Do not use this product on any surface that could be damaged by a high pH alkaline cleaner. Always test substrate in an inconspicuous area to determine if the solution will adversely affect the target material. This product is not intended for use on aluminum, magnesium, zinc or other soft metals as pitting and etching can occur. Will degloss painted surfaces. Do not use on fine or finished woods as APC Booster can affect the finish of the wood. Do not use on glass. Protect floors and surrounding surfaces from contact. Promptly clean off any overspray or dripping from floors.

**ADDITIVE FOR USE WITH FIBERLOCK’s ADVANCED PEROXIDE CLEANER ONLY. DO NOT MIX WITH ANY OTHER PRODUCT.**

---

**Properties**

**Product Specifications**

- **Active Ingredient(s):** Sodium Metasilicate
- **Color:** Translucent Red
- **Odor:** Mild
- **Foaming:** High Foaming
- **Flash Point:** Non-combustible
- **pH:** 13-14
- **Shelf Life:** 2 Years Min. (Original Sealed Container)

**Coverage (when mixed with Advanced Peroxide Cleaner)**

- **Smooth Surfaces:** 500-1200 ft²/gal

Coverage rates are approximate and depend on how heavily the Advanced Peroxide Cleaner is applied to the substrate.

**Available Package Sizes**

1 quart containers / 12 per case

Do not take internally. Close container after each use. Keep from freezing. Properly dispose of all waste and unused product in accordance with Local, State and Federal regulations.